FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
at home, a series of little temples led up to a pagoda several
storeys high, faced with glazed tiles.
Should We be Able to Continue?
The same news met us each evening when we returned to
the Mission:
"Your passports have not been sent back."
Smig had come across wool and leather merchants of his
acquaintance and enquired about the state of the markets.
But he had also learned that fifteen Russian Imigris, arriving
to do some work at Lanchow a month before, had been sent
back to the coast in accordance with the terms of a recent
Nanking decree which forbade all persons of Russian origin
to remain in the North-West, The anti-Communist war was
of course the explanation of this measure. Were we going
to lose our interpreters with our journey scarcely begun?
Even the bare rumours emanating from police headquarters
suggested that we were. Obviously the fact of being Chinese
subjects told, not for, but against, the Smigunovs. Their
naturalization papers were made out at Urumchi, a town
that had fallen into Soviet hands, therefore they were suspect.
And the anxious Smig would complain: "You aren't doing
all you might do to help us, Mr. Fleming.55
But even the most princely gifts would have made no
impression on the governor. He was the "modern" man. An
attempt to continue on our way without authorization was,
on the other hand, liable to spoil everything. Why had we
not avoided Lanchow and cut across country?
However, we made one last visit to the police. Peter had
already done everything he could, going over and over all
the arguments we had prepared until they were worn thread-
bare. Did they really want us to "lose face"? If the
Smigunovs, who were working for us, were sent away, we
must "lose face"! And how would the governor feel when
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